
SOLUTION SKETCHES: MATH 202 FINAL WINTER 2009The following are, I hope, fairly detailed outlines for the solutions of the problems inthe �nal. Due to time limitations, some of the solutions given here will be skethier than Iwould ideally want them in an exam. Please do not be shy about asking if you �nd someonfusing or unlear arguments.1. Let G be the group of order 42 with generators t and s, and with relations t7 = s6 = 1and sts�1 = t3. Determine the struture of its group ring CG. Justify your answer.(You may use the identity 1+ q+ q2+ ::: + qn�1 = 0 for any q 6= 1 satisfying qn = 1,if neessary.)Solution 1 : We onsider indued representations from the subgroup T generated byt. Let � = e2�i=7 and let V be the one-dimensional T module determined by t:v = �vfor v 2 V . Observe that the powers of s form a set of representatives of the osetsof T in G; indeed it follows from the group relations that any group element an bewritten in the form sjtr. Then we haveInd�V (t) = 6Xj=1 �V (sjts�j) = � + �3 + �2 + ��1 + ��3 + ��2;where we alulated sjts�j = s(sj�1ts1�j)s�1 indutively. Observe that this sum isequal to �1, using the hint. We obtain the harater of tr by replaing � by �r in thesum above. If 7 6 jr, this just permutes the seventh roots of unity whih are not equal to1 (ideally there should be a few more details here). Hene we also get Ind�V (tr) = �1for all 0 < r < 7. If g = smtr with sm 6= 1, we also have sjgs�j = smsjtrs�j = smtr0for some r0. Hene also sjgs�j 62 T for all j 2 N and thereforeInd�V (g) = 6Xj=1 �V (sjgs�j) = 0:Finally, we obviously have Ind�V (1) = 6. Hene we gethInd�V ; Ind�V i = 142(62 + 6(�1)2 + 35(0)2) = 1:Hene the indued representation is simple, i.e. we have a simple 6-dimensional rep-resentation of G. Moreover, there are also six one-dimensional representations (seeSolution 2). Hene we obtain CG �= C6 �M6(C).Solution 2 : The idea is to alulate the number of onjugay lasses of the group andguess enough simple representations to dedue the struture of the group ring.Conjugay lasses: We have the onjugay lasses f1g andft; t3; t9 = t2; t6 = t�1; t�3 = t4; t12 = t5g;



where the seond one was obtained by onjugating t by s repeatedly. To alulatethe remaining onjugay lasses, observe that if a onjugay lass ontains sjt with0 < j < 6, then it also ontains sjtm, with 0 < m < 7 by the same argument as before(i.e. onjugating by s repatedly). This onjugay lass also needs to ontain sj whihan be seen as follows. We also have tsjt�1 = (tst�1)j = (st2)j, and the latter is equalto sjtr for some r. If tr = 1, then t would ommute with sj . But as we have seen inthe alulation for our seond onjugay lass, this is the ase only if sj = 1. Result:We have altogether seven onjugay lasses, with the remaining �ve onjugay lassesbeing of the form fsjtr; 0 � r < 7g for 1 � j < 6.Group ring: It follows immediately that we have six one-dimensional representationsof G, determined by s 7! e2k�i=6 amd t 7! 1, with 0 � k < 6. They are obviously non-equivalent (as the haraters of s are all non-equal). As we only have seven onjugaylasses, we therefore only have one more simple representation, up to isomorphism, ofdimension d. Moreover, we have 42 = dimCG = 6 � 12 + d2, from whih we dedued = 6. Hene CG �= C6 �M6(C).2. Let � 2 Sn and let f� = #fi; �(i) = ig be the number of its �xed points.(a) Calulate 1n!P�2Sn f�.(b) Calulate 1n!P�2Sn f2�.() Show: The sum 1n!P�2Sn fm� is an integer for any positive integer m.Solution It was shown in lass that the harater � of the natural n-dimensionalrepresentation V of Sn is given by �(�) = f�. Let �0 be the trivial harater of Sn.Then we have 1n! X�2Sn f� = h�; �0i = 1;where the last equality follows from the fat that � = �0 + �[n�1;1℄ is the sum of twosimple haraters, one of them equal to the trivial harater (This fat was shown inlass). This shows (a). Similarly, we have1n! X�2Sn f2� = h�; �i = 2;again using the fat that � = �0 + �[n�1;1℄ and that the simple haraters form anorthonormal basis with respet to the standard bilinear form h ; i on lass funtions.To prove (), observe that fm� = �V (�)m = �V 
m(�) Hene we have1n! X�2Sn fm� = h�V 
m ; �0i = k;where k is the multipliity of the trivial representation in V 
m. This is obviously aninteger.



3. Let V � CG be a G submodule of the left regular representation of G. Show thatthere exists an idempotent p 2 CG suh that V = CGp.Solution We know that CG is semisimple as a G-module. Hene there exists a G-submodule W � CG suh that CG = V �W . Let P be the projetion onto V withkernel W . Then P ommutes with the G ation, i.e. P 2 EndG(CG). It was shown inlass that EndG(CG) oinides with CG ating from the right on itself. Hene thereexists p 2 CG suh that Pu = up for any u 2 CG. Moreover, we havep2 = 1p2 = P 2(1) = P (1) = 1p = p:Hene p is an idempotent.4. Let Pm(x1; :::; xN ) = xm1 + ::: + xmN , and de�ne P� = Qkj=1 P�j , where k is thenumber of rows of �.(a) Show that P� is homogeneous of degree j�j =Pi �i.(b) Write the power symmetri funtion Pm as a linear ombination of Shur funtions.() Give a reason why for any �nite group G the matrix (��(g)), with � runningthrough the simple representations of G and g running through the onjugay lassesof G is invertible (Don't spend too muh time if you do not remember the argument).(d) Show that the funtions (P�)j�j=n form a basis for homogeneous symmetri fun-tions in the variables x1; x2; :::; xN of degree n for n � N .Solution: Pm is homogeneous of degree m. P� is a produt of homogeneous polyno-mials. Hene it must be homogeneous itself. Formal proof an be done by indutionon the number of fators in a produt of homogeneous polynomials. This shows (a). Itfollows from Frobenius' formula that Pm =P� ��(�)s�, where � 2 Sm is an m-yleand �� is the simple harater belonging to the partition �. It was shown in lass that��(�) = 0 unless � is a hook. If � is a hook with r rows, we have ��(�) = (�1)r�1.To show (), we use the fat that the simple haraters form an orthonormal basis oflass funtions of G. In partiular, they are linearly independent. Now if the deter-minant were zero, we ould �nd salars a�, not all of them equal to zero, suh thatP� a��(g) = 0 for all g 2 G (i.e. the olumns of matrix (�(g)) labeled by the har-aters of G are linearly dependent). But this implies that the haraters themselvesare linearly dependent, a ontradition.Finally, to show (d), let �� be a permutation in Sn whih has yles of length �1,�2, ... (i.e. if � has m rows of length �i, �� has m �i-yles). Then it follows fromFrobenius' formula that P� =X� ��(��)s�:This means the P�'s are expressed as linear ombinations of the Shur funtions s�'swith the oeÆients given by the entries of the harater matrix for Sn, if j�j = n. By(), this matrix is invertible. Hene also the P� with j�j = n are linearly independent.As the spae of homogeneous symmetri funtions of degree n in N � n variables hasas dimension the number of Young diagrams with n boxes, the P�'s with j�j = n alsospan it, i.e. they form a basis.



5. Let G be a �nite group, and let H be a subgroup of index 2. Reall that in this asewe have gH = Hg for all g 2 G. Let � be a simple harater of G.(a) Show that the restrition of � to H is NOT simple if and only if �(g) = 0 for allg 62 H.(b) Let V be the G-module orresponding to � as in (a). How does it deompose asan H-module? (i.e. how many simple H-modules, how many of them isomorphi.)Solution: Let �H be the restrition of � to H. Observe that1 = h�; �iG = 1jGj(Xg2H �(g)��(g) +Xg 62H �(g)��(g)) = 12 h�H ; �Hi+ 1jGjXg 62H �(g)��(g):Hene if �(g) = 0 for all g 62 H, h�H ; �Hi = 2. On the other hand, if �(g) 6= 0for some g 62 H, we have Pg 62H �(g)��(g)) > 0 and hene 12 h�H ; �Hi < 1. Thisfores h�H ; �Hi = 1. For (b), it follows that if V is not a simple H-module, we haveh�H ; �Hi = 2, by (a). Hene if V = �V mii is a deomposition into a diret sum ofsimple H-modules, we have Pim2i = 2. Hene V deomposes into a diret sum oftwo simple H-modules. As H is a normal subgroup of order 2, it follows that both ofthese submodules must have the same dimension by a homework problem.6. Let � = [3; 1; 1℄ and let A5 be the subgroup of all � 2 S5 for whih �(�) = 1.(a) How does the simple S5-module S� deompose as an A5 module?(b) Calulate the dimensions of all simple S5-modules. (You should only use whateverhas been PROVED in lass and/or homeworks).() Find a omplete set of simple representations of A5 up to isomorphism.Solution: For (a), we use the riterion from the previous problem. So we alulate�[3;1;1℄(�) for all � 62 A5. It suÆes to alulate this for � = (12), � = (123)(45) and� = (1234) (the other yle strutures would be given by (123), (12)(34), (12345) andthe identity, whih are all in A5). Using Murnaghan-Nakayama rule, it an be hekeddiretly that indeed �[3;1;1℄(�) = 0 for � 62 A5. Hene the representation deomposesinto the diret sum of two simple A5 modules of the same dimension. To prove (b),let d� be the dimension of S�. By using the restrition rule, we �nd thatd[3;1;1℄ = d[2;1;1℄ + d[3;1℄ = d[1;1;1℄ + 2d[2;1℄ + d[3℄ = 6:Hene S[3;1;1℄ deomposes into the diret sum of two non-isomorphi simple three-dimensional A5-modules. One heks similarly that d[5℄ = d[15℄ = 1, d[4;1℄ = d[2;1;1;1℄ =4 and d[3;2℄ = d[2;2;1℄ = 5. For (), one heks that S[3;2℄ and S[4;1℄ remain irreduible ifrestrited to A5 as �[3;2℄((12)) = 1 and �[4;1℄((12)) = 2, again by using the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule. Hene we have two non-isomorphi simple 3-dimensional, one simple4-dimensional and one simple 5-dimensional representation of A5, besides the trivialrepresentation. Adding up the squares of their dimensions, we obtain 60 = jA5j.Hene these are all the simple representations up to isomorphism, andCA5 �= C�M3(C)�M3(C)�M4(C)�M5(C):


